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Legal UpdateLegal Update

Clean Water Act:  no discharge of pollutants 
(including dredge or fill material) into navigable 
waters without a permit

Navigable waters defined as “waters of the US” 
(WOTUS)

Wetlands regulated only indirectly as a 
subcategory of “waters of the US” which include 
wetlands “adjacent to such waters.”
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Legal Update – Agency and Court 
Definitions
Legal Update – Agency and Court 
Definitions

Two agencies are responsible for regulating 
activities in wetlands under CWA:  USEPA and 
US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE)

USEPA and Corps have defined “adjacent 
wetlands” starting in 1977

Courts have reviewed and mostly restricted the 
agencies’ definition of adjacency and reach over 
wetlands

Legal Update:  Key Court 
Decisions
Legal Update:  Key Court 
Decisions

Riverside Bayview Homes (1985):  EPA and 
Corps can regulate wetlands as long as they are 
adjacent to traditional navigable waters such as 
lakes, rivers, streams

SWANCC (2001):  Denied jurisdiction over 
isolated intrastate ponds - use by migratory birds 
was not enough to establish a sufficient 
interstate commerce basis; Corps and EPA 
interpreted this to exclude isolated wetlands
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Legal Update:  2008 Regulation, 
Rapanos
Legal Update:  2008 Regulation, 
Rapanos

Rapanos(2006):  3 separate opinions, no 
majority, no clear consensus

 Justice Kennedy:  hydrologic connection –
significant nexus to navigable in fact waters

 Justice Scalia:  more traditional view, navigable 
in fact, wetlands must be more directly 
connected – relatively permanent flow, 
continuous surface connection

Legal Update:  2008 and 2015 
Regulation
Legal Update:  2008 and 2015 
Regulation

2007-08 Regulations:  Attempted to implement 
Justice Kennedy’s “significant nexus” test; did 
not adopt Justice Scalia’s more restrictive test

2015 Regulation:  Explained as effort to clarify 
law after several district court decisions 
struggling with confusion of Rapanos; interpreted 
and applied definition of navigable waters very 
broadly (examples:  intermittent streams; 
subsurface connection)
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Legal Update:  Legal challenges 
to 2015 rule
Legal Update:  Legal challenges 
to 2015 rule

Legal challenges:  31 states and several 
business organizations on one side: agencies 
and environmental groups on the other

Consolidated in Sixth Circuit which issued 
nationwide stay pending resolution

Supreme Court heard arguments two weeks ago 
on whether 6th Circuit has jurisdiction over the 
case – 6th Cir. on hold pending S. Ct. decision

Trump’s Executive OrderTrump’s Executive Order

 January 2017 Pres. Trump Executive Order:  
CWA policy to protect water quality while still 
promoting economic growth, minimizing 
regulatory uncertainty, and respecting states’ 
rights under CWA

Ordered Corps and USEPA to review 2015 
regulation in light of this policy and either rescind 
or come up with new definition as needed –
suggests following Justice Scalia’s opinion
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Legal Update:  June 2017 Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking
Legal Update:  June 2017 Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking

 June 2017 notice of proposed rulemaking

Rescinds 2015 rule and “restores the status quo”

What is the status quo?  Rapanos’ four different 
opinions and scattered and conflicting district 
court and appeals court decisions

Announces intent to consider new definition of 
WOTUS and issue new rule

Plan to rely on states?

The statute’s introductory purpose section thus 
commands the EPA to pursue two policy goals 
simultaneously: (a) To restore and maintain the 
nation’s waters; and (b) to preserve the States’ 
primary responsibility and right to prevent, 
reduce, and eliminate pollution.
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IDEM State Regulated Wetland 
Program

Indiana’s Historical Wetlands 

• Estimated circa 1780s: 

5,600,000 acres (24.1% surface area)

• Now: 813,000 acres 

• 85% lost

• Based on best available desktop information
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IDEM and the Law
IDEM’s Regulatory Authority

• Section 401 of the Clean Water Act:
– Implemented by IDEM

– Requires a Water Quality Certification (WQC) from the 
state before a federal permit or license can be issued 

• State Water Quality Standards (327 IAC 2)  

• State Isolated Wetlands Law (IC 13‐18‐22):
– Establishes General and Individual Permits for impacts in 
Class I, Class II and Class III wetlands (327 IAC 17)

Indiana State Isolated Wetlands Law
IC 13‐18‐22

• Regulates wetlands outside of Federal Clean Water 
Act jurisdiction ‐ passed in 2004

• Provides regulatory oversight and mitigation 
requirements through IDEM ‐ based on wetland class 
and acreage

• Exempts certain activities (“normal farming”) and 
certain wetlands based on size (smaller than ¼ or ½ 
acre depending on class)

• Isolated wetlands located on land enrolled in a federal 
farm program under Swampbuster are exempt
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Who Has Jurisdiction?

Floodway: IDNR

USACE & IDEM
Wetlands adjacent to streams

Streams with less than one square mile drainage

Isolated wetland: 
IDEM

IDNR, USACE, & IDEM 
Navigable water

Open Water
Floodways

Streams 

Determining Jurisdiction

• Determined by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

• Applicant can concede via Preliminary Jurisdicitional
Determination

• Isolated status only determined via USACE approved 
jurisdictional determination reviewed by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA)
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WATERS & REGULATION
Eric Ellingson, CPG PWS

Heartland Restoration Services Inc   
Earth Source, Inc

14921 Hand Rd., Fort Wayne, IN  46818
Phone:  260-489-8511  
www.earthsourceinc.net

Current Limits of JurisdictionCurrent Limits of Jurisdiction

 Natural streams that have been altered (e.g., channelized, 
straightened or relocated); 

 Ditches or portions of ditches that have been excavated in 
waters of the U.S., including wetlands; 

 Ditches that have relatively permanent flowing or standing water; 

 Ditches that connect two or more waters of the U.S. 

 Ephemeral conveyance (flow only in response to 
precipitation) to waters of the U.S.

 Wetlands adjacent to other waters of the U.S.
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WHAT IS REGULATED?

• Fill Material

• Mechanized Land Clearing

• Discharge of Pollutants

FILL MATERIAL

• Any material used for the 
primary purpose of 
replacing an aquatic area 
with dry land or of 
changing the bottom 
elevation of a water body. 
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What Constitutes Fill?

• Dirt, rock, sand, gravel, riprap, etc.
• Pipes and culvert structures (new and replacement 

structures)
• Dirt or rock placed into an old stream channel if the stream 

is relocated
• Mechanized land clearing in wetlands (bulldozing) involving 

removal of stumps
• Side casting of dredged material into wetlands

• Damming up streams/pump arounds
• Bank stabilization (streams and lakeshores)

MECHANIZED LAND CLEARING

– Activity takes place in a regulated Water,
– Activity involves burning logs or burn residue, or fill in sloughs 

or low areas or leveling land; and
– The activity is not exempted from Section 404 requirements by 

Section 404(f) or Section 404(r).

• Cutting, windrowing, or other 
land clearing activities with 
mechanized equipment such 
as backhoes or bulldozers with 
sheer blades, rakes or discs 
constitute  point source 
discharges which must be 
authorized by a Corps 
individual or general permit if:
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Permitting - Clean Water Act 
Section 401/404 Permits
Permitting - Clean Water Act 
Section 401/404 Permits
 Individual Permit “IP”

Impacts to greater than 1.0 acre or water of U.S. 
or greater than 1500 linear feet of stream. 

 Alternatives Analysis is required 

 Mitigation is required

 SHPO and FWS Section 7 consultation

 Public Notice and/or Public Hearing

 4-6 months for minimal IP

 8-10+ months for complex IP

Permitting - Clean Water Act 
Section 401/404 Permits
Permitting - Clean Water Act 
Section 401/404 Permits

Regional General Permit “RGP”
 Minimal projects with impacts to less than 1.0 acres of waters of 

the US or less than 1500 linear feet of stream*. 

 Mitigation is typically not required for impacts <0.1 acre of 
wetland or <300 feet of stream.  

 IDNR endangered species coordination

 30 – 45 day review period.

 (*) IDEM requires Individual 401 Water Quality Certification for 
most stream impacts and wetland impact >0.1 acre.

IDEM Public Notice

IDEM Mitigation Standards
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Nationwide PermitsNationwide Permits

NWP 3 – Maintenance Activities

NWP 6 – Survey Activities

NWP 7 – Outfall & Intake Structures

NWP 12 – Utility Line Activities

NWP 16 – Return Water from Upland Disposal

NWP 33 – Temporary Construction Access
NWP’s normal review period is 30 to 45 days

Mitigation is required for permanent impacts greater than 0.1 acre

NWP Project Specific ConditionsNWP Project Specific Conditions

NWP 16 – Return Water from Upland Contained 
Disposal Areas

The discharge of return water from upland contained 
disposal areas is not authorized by this WQC. Such 
discharges are regulated by the IDEM's National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System Permitting Program. Persons 
qualifying for this NWP are advised to contact the IDEM 
regarding the possible need for additional permits or 
authorizations

SWPPP
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NWP Project Specific ConditionsNWP Project Specific Conditions

NWP 3 – Maintenance Activities

NWP 7- Outfall Structures

NWP 12 – Utility Line Activities
The activity will impact no more than one-tenth (0.1) acre of 
waters of the United States

The activity will impact no more than 300 linear feet of stream 
channel or shoreline

Stream relocation, piping or channelization are not authorized 
under this NWP

The activity is part of a single and complete project

NWP Project Specific ConditionsNWP Project Specific Conditions

NWP 12 – Utility Line Activities
IDEM notification is not required for wetland/stream crossing 
utilizing directional bore.

– Bore pits must be located outside regulated area

– Return water is regulated

IDEM notification is required for trenching, pipeline armoring 
or open cut.  Restoration Plan is required with notification *

IDEM may require Individual WQC is if permanent conversion 
of wetland will occur as a result of utility project

Fill for service/access roads are not covered by NWP12
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NWP Project Specific ConditionsNWP Project Specific Conditions

NWP 12 – Utility Line Activities
IDEM notification is not required for wetland/stream crossing 
utilizing directional bore.

– Bore pits must be located outside regulated area

– Return water is regulated

IDEM notification is required for trenching, pipeline armoring 
or open cut.  Restoration Plan is required with notification *

IDEM may require Individual WQC is if permanent conversion 
of wetland will occur as a result of utility project

Fill for service/access roads are not covered by NWP12

NWP 12 and 33 Restoration PlanNWP 12 and 33 Restoration Plan
 Restoration of utility line/temporary crossing will consist of restoring disturbed 

drains or streams to original grades consistent with existing bed and bank. 

 Restoration of disturbed wetlands shall be to original grade. 

 The top 6-12 inches of the trench shall be backfilled with the original topsoil. 

 Restoration of disturbed wetlands shall include an appropriate seeding and 
plantings plan.

 Special care is to be taken to avoid disturbance of surrounding wetland areas.

 Excavated material must be stockpiled or distributed in a contained, upland area.

 Containment must allow material to dewater without allowing slurry to enter 
delineated wetlands or other regulated waters.

 Excess soil may be spread on-site in a contained upland area or removed from 
site, to a verified upland, contained disposal area.
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Section 401 of the Clean Water Act  Section 401 of the Clean Water Act  

 Implemented by IDEM
 Water Quality Certifications issued
 Ensures activities authorized by federal permits or licenses 

maintain the: 
chemical, 
physical, and 
biological integrity of Indiana’s waters

Methods of Water Quality CertificationMethods of Water Quality Certification

 Individual
 General

Nationwide Permits (NWP)

Regional General Permit (RGP)
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Individual 401 WQCIndividual 401 WQC

 For projects requiring a site-specific individual 
401 WQC (projects exceeding RGP conditions)

 Nine-page form
 120-day review period
 Public Notice required
 Avoidance and minimization required
 Mitigation often required

Other recent court actionsOther recent court actions

Limits of Jurisdiction “Takings”
 1987 Nolan v. California Coastal Commission

 1994 Dolan v. City of Tegard

 2013 Koontz v. St. John River Management District
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Other recent court actionsOther recent court actions

Final Agency Action – Ability to challenge
 2012 Sackett v. USEPA

 2016 USACOE v. Hawkes

Mitigation OptionsMitigation Options

• Compensatory mitigation must offset the effect of the 
activity

• Options:
– Banks
– In-lieu fee
– Permittee responsible
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Waters of the U.S. Mitigation RatiosWaters of the U.S. Mitigation Ratios

• 4:1 Ratio for forested wetlands
• 3:1 Ratio for scrub-shrub Wetlands
• 2:1 Ratio for emergent Wetlands
• 1:1 Ratio for open water
• 1:1 Ratio for streams

Mitigation CriteriaMitigation Criteria

 Must include a monitoring plan sufficient to measure the 
mitigation site’s performance in relation to the success 
criteria

 The amount of mitigation proposed must offset the risk 
failure or temporal loss of wetland function 
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General Mitigation ConditionsGeneral Mitigation Conditions

• Wetland meets or exceeds size and class

• Little reed canary, cattail, open water, or bare ground

• No purple loosestrife, common reed, or water milfoil

• Natives must have 70% areal cover

• If forested: 200 trees per acre

• If forested or shrub: 436 shrubs and vines per acre

Common Regulatory MythsCommon Regulatory Myths

 Blue-line vs. Non
 Stream Regulation Confusion
 Wetland Map Accuracy
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Regulatory Myth OneRegulatory Myth One

MYTH: 
Only blue-line streams on topographic 
maps are regulated

FACT:
 Many streams do not show up as a 

blue line on a topographic map  
 Streams do NOT have to be flowing 

to be regulated

FACT:

• Even dry streams 
are regulated
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Regulatory Myth Two

MYTH: 
Only the IDNR regulates streams

FACT: 
• IDEM regulates all streams, large or small, flowing or dry, 

regardless of drainage area
• IDNR regulates some streams, but not all streams (drainage 

area greater than one square mile)            
• Even if you don’t need an IDNR Construction in a Floodway 

permit, you still need IDEM authorization to work in a stream

Regulatory Myth Three

MYTH: 
All wetlands appear on the National Wetland 

Inventory
(NWI) maps

FACT: 
• Many wetlands do NOT show up on the NWI 

maps  
• The only way to know if wetlands are present is 

to have a wetland delineation completed for a 
site
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National Wetland Inventory 

• Check all project sites against the NWI maps
• If NWI parcels are present, it is likely that wetlands are 

actually present
• Recommendation: Have a wetland delineation done for 

the site

CAVEAT: 
• Many sites do NOT show NWI parcels, but will still have 

wetlands
• Only a wetland delineation will determine if wetlands are 

present on a site

Jurisdictional StreamJurisdictional Stream
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Depressional 
area on a topo 

map

Dark 
signature on 

aerial 
photos

These are 
regulated 
wetlands!

Contours/SignaturesContours/Signatures

Avoid Permitting “Surprises”

• Avoid impacts to wetlands and 
streams, if possible

• Have a wetland delineation completed 
for all sites

• Applicants are encouraged to contact 
IDEM staff to set up an early 

coordination site visit or field meeting
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Useful Information: Site Evaluation

Aerial photography
• Google Earth - http://www.google.com/earth/index.html

• Bing maps - Bird’s Eye View - http://www.bing.com/maps
• Indiana Spatial Data Portal - http://www.indiana.edu/~gisdata

Topographic maps
• Indiana Spatial Data Portal - http://www.indiana.edu/~gisdata

Soils maps
• County soil survey from Natural Resource Conservation Service 

(NRCS)
• NRCS website - http://www.in.nrcs.usda.gov

National Wetland Inventory
• NWI Mapper - http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/mapper.html

• Google Earth - http://www.google.com/earth/index.html

IDEM Online

Applications
• IDEM applications ‐ www.idem.IN.gov/wetlands/2342.htm

Program Staff
• Project manager map ‐ www.idem.IN.gov/wetlands/2347.htm

IDEM Wetlands Information
• All about wetlands ‐ www.wetlands.IN.gov
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Questions?

www.wetlands.IN.gov


